**Intern descriptions for Red Storm Defense, LLC**

**General**

Interns Sought: Red Storm Defense, LLC (“RSD”), a Missoula-based non-lethal defense company, seeks interns, specifically from the Entrepreneurial Certificate program, but other Business School and business major undergraduates will be considered, for class credit during summer and/or fall sessions, to learn through substantive work and oversight in a Launchpad-supported, start-up environment. RSD owns proprietary, patented technology providing barriers to competition in developing, producing, manufacturing, marketing, and distributing for sale through a host of markets a revolutionary and disruptive product – a Pistol Style Spray Head that gives pepper or bear spray personal defense weapons the ease of deployment, effective discharge, and sense of empowerment previously only provided by a hand gun. RSD is looking for interns pursuing the following areas of interest:

- Finance
- Marketing
- Logistics
- Management
- Crowd Funding

Whether you’re interested in getting in on the ground floor of a new Missoula company poised for growth through the development and manufacture of multiple products distributed through a host of channels in multiple markets, or you’re just interested in experiencing the excitement inherent in a start-up spearheaded by an experienced Silicon Valley entrepreneur, Red Storm may be right for you! Applicants should send a resume and cover letter to joeanderson@Red-Storm.com by May 1, 2017.

**Media Arts**

Intern Sought: Red Storm Defense, LLC (“RSD”), a Missoula-based non-lethal defense company, seeks an intern, or possibly two, from the School of Media Arts, for class credit during summer and/or fall sessions, to learn through substantive work and oversight in a Launchpad-supported, start-up environment. RSD owns proprietary, patented technology providing barriers to competition in developing, producing, manufacturing, marketing, and distributing for sale through a host of markets a revolutionary and disruptive product – a Pistol Style Spray Head that gives pepper or bear spray personal defense weapons the ease of deployment, effective discharge, and sense of empowerment previously only provided by a hand gun. RSD is looking for Media Arts interns pursuing the following areas of interest:

- Marketing & Advertising
- Graphic Design
• Video Production

Whether you’re interested in getting in on the ground floor of a new Missoula company poised for growth through the development and manufacture of multiple products distributed through a host of channels in multiple markets, or you’re just interested in experiencing the excitement inherent in a start-up spearheaded by an experienced Silicon Valley entrepreneur, Red Storm may be right for you!

Applicants should send a resume and cover letter to joeanderson@Red-Storm.com by May 1, 2017.

Forestry School

Intern Sought: Red Storm Defense, LLC (“RSD”), a Missoula-based non-lethal defense company, seeks a Research Intern, who will potentially have the opportunity to gather a team of assistants, specifically from the Forestry program, for class credit during summer and/or fall sessions, to learn through substantive work and oversight in a Launchpad-supported, start-up environment. RSD owns proprietary, patented technology providing barriers to competition in developing, producing, manufacturing, marketing, and distributing for sale through a host of markets a revolutionary and disruptive product – a Pistol Style Spray Head that gives bear spray personal defense weapons the ease of deployment, effective discharge, and sense of empowerment previously unheard of in hard to operate bear spray models on the market. RSD is looking for interns pursuing the following areas of interest:

• Human/Bear Interaction
• Research

Whether you’re interested in getting in on the ground floor of a new Missoula company poised for growth through the development and manufacture of multiple products distributed through a host of channels in multiple markets, or you’re just interested in experiencing the excitement inherent in a start-up spearheaded by an experienced Silicon Valley entrepreneur, Red Storm may be right for you!

Applicants should send a resume and cover letter to joeanderson@Red-Storm.com by May 1, 2017.